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ABOUTTHE GUILD & THE NEWSLETTER
www.thedcpg.org.uk

Membership of the Guild is open to anyone having an
interest in pottery and sculpture & offers the members
many opportunities each year to see the top potters and
sculptors demonstrating their skills. ln addition, an annual
Open Day is held with demonstrations. Exhibitions, visits
and workshops are also organised at various times.
Membership Rates: Family f22.OO

Single .t19.50
Student 19.50

Send your cheque, made payable to D.C.PG., to Jan Kent,
48 Coleshill Place, Bradwell Common, Milton Keynes,
Bucks., MK13 8DP tel: 01908 674O5t. (lf joining after
March, please phone for a reduced introductory rate).

The Dacorum & Chiltern Potters Guild Newsletter is
published quarterly in February, May, August and
November, being distributed free to all members of the
Guild, other craft groups & organisations. Contributions to
the Newsletter are always welcome (s.a.e. please with any
items to be returned). Opinions expressed in items
published do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
Committee or Guild members as a whole; nor is the Guild
responsible for the content of individual advertisements
printed in the Newsletter.

REPRODUCTION OF N EWSLETTER ARTICLES
Articles in this Newsletter are the copyright of the Guild or
the Author unless otherwise attributed & may not be
reproduced, copied or used in any way without the
permission of the Guild or the Author.

Cooy dates Publication dates
(latest receipt of material for typing)

Well it's finally happmed! .... Aftq 16 yers in the business I've set up my
om compmy. We specialise in the mmufactue md supply of kih fumitue
to studio potters, hobby potters, colleges md schmls...Bulng is now as easy
as calling A-B-C.

) No minimum order.
) Fct. liiendly dd efficient seruie. Happy to discuss your requirements.

absol$ely no obligation to buy. Free help md advie.
F No longcr tied to jst one refractory milufacturer...di{Iering qualities md pries.

No point in being lbred to buy a Rolls Roye when a mini will do?
) lluge STOCK of'Best qu{lity' refrrctoris for immediate ollection liom our

Stoke{n-Trcnt b6e. or nationwide delivery-Ovemight if required!
> Cut to sire servie, any size. any shape, my thickness. Squd€. round. tdmgultr,

perforated md plain batts.
> l5 tonnes ofreduced pricc, slight sonds/subs. Don't delay!
> Bsnkrupt stNk Plase mquire.
F Very competitive pdes to suit all budgets.

P Kiln shelves, tlbular props, castellated props, tile cranks, stilts, pins,
cements, batt washes ets

Please contact Walter Brayford for quotations completely
without obligation.

Telephone 01782 505405, Fax 01782 504422
Mobile 07817 040971. Email walter@claylake.com

Ceramic materials and equipment

6t't January
6n April
6tn July
5e october

t/+ page
t/z page

February
May
August
November

We can book space ahead ofthe copy date but, in general,
need the final artwork not later than THREE DAYS after the
copy date.

ADVERTISING RATES:

whole page (depending on availability) t50.00
small ads 25p per word (2Owords free to members) semi-
display: t/L2 page 3.5cm.high x 8cm.wide

r14.00
L22.50

t 7.oo
t10.00

from your artwork
or typesetting - maximum 50 words
Covers: Back + 20%; lnside + t5o/o
Distribution of leaflets: A5[2.5gram]-t35.00

A4[5 gram]- t35.00

The above charges are for distribution of 200 leaflets
printed on standard weight paper [80 g.s.m.] ready for
distribution and delivered direct to the Editor. For other
sizelweight leaflets and for all advertising enquiries please
telephone Sylvia Fitzwilliam on 0t4/2-242332

G#"ffiiilil;
Campbell Road, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 4ET

Tel: 01782 745000 Fax: 0l 782 746000

sales@potterycrafts.co.uk

LoxDox Norr{
Wnbn Hdse, 2 wlnton Appr@ch

Watford Road, Crcxley Green
Rlclm.nsorth, Horc WD3 3TL

01923 800006 Fa: 01923 2,t55,t,t

LonDotr CENTRAL
8-10 lngate Place

Battersel, London SW8 3NS

Teh 020 7720 0050

Fax:070 7627 8290



FRONT COVER PHOTOGRAPH
Ruthanne Tudball demonstrates at her Workshop for
our Pot Crawlers, 2008 (Nigel, our organiser on left ).
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Editorial
With The dreaded sickness bug before Christmas &
Flu starting on New years Day, plus more work than
usual, I am now just about well enough to make a real
start on the Newsletter on 28th January.
Well, what about the Pottery & Sculpture prospects for
2OO9? Talking to our own members & committee
members in other Guilds, it seems that the immediate
future could be a rather mixed bag. We all hope that
the gloom of the Credit Crunch will lift soon, but
whatever happens to sales, we will be continuing to
support Guild members with our usual programme of
events.
Please visit our website www.thedcog.org.uk which
has been completely updated with a new look by our
own website co{rdinator John Powell. The details of
future events are on the site, & the Gallery is quite
stunning, thanks a lot John.

Mervyn Fitartilliam

MEM BERSH IP SUBSCRIPTIONS
Were Due on 1st October 2008, so, if you
did not pay, you are now VERY IATE.
Please send your subscriptions in straight
away, if you have not already done so.
lf your subscription is not received before
the end of February we will assume you
have left the guild.

[tturc ftild Even6

GUILD PROGRAMME
Guild evening meetings are usually held in the
Methodist Church Hall at Kings Langley, unless
otherwise stated, & start at 8.00 pm.

IMPORTANT NOTE
We have just had to postpone our meeting with
Douglas Fitch until 13tn Feb due to the weather
conditions. (Douglas has to travel from Devon).
This situation, ie a weather forecast, with icy
conditions continuing, raises the question of how do
we tell all our members about the change?
On this occasion I made the decision that we would
make the effort to phone all members, & talk directly
to them. As back-up we also contacted as many as
possible by email. ln addition John Powell put a
prominent note on the home page of the Guild
Website.
This exercise was expensive on time & phone calls, &
our thanks go to Jan Kent, John Beckley, John Powell
& Kirsteen Holuj for alltheir help.
IN FUTURE
ln future we are not going to undertake such an
extensive exercise, in the event of icy or foggr
conditions, or if an important demonstrator cancels at
the last moment, as has happened in the past.
What we (Your Committee) will do is ask John to put
an appropriate note on the Website, & we will also
contact members by email if we have their addresses.
Please bear the above in mind, & check the Website
to see if any last minute change has occurred, before
starting out for an evening meeting. lf you are not able
to access the Website you could phone one of the
committee. Also, make sure that Jan Kent has your
up-to-date email address & phone number.

Mervyn Fitzrvilliam

Fri 13th Feb
Douglas Fitch on traditional wood fired slipware.
Strong pots made in Devon by an accomplished
craftsman. See www.douglasfitch.co.uk.
There will be a short meeting in the break for those
going to Aberystwyth.

Fri6th Mar
John Chipperfield. After forty years of making and
teaching, including at St. Martins, and still
enthusiastic about clay, John will demonstrate many
techniques, including how he makes his colourful
abstract forms.
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Joanna Veevers. Designer and maker of large 15 May deadline for photos, 22may Selection, 26 July

Fri3rd April
Margaret Gardiner on vapour glazing. Margaret's pots
are quite distinctive, finely thrown and delicately
patterned. Using more than salt and soda in the kiln,
she produces a wide range of colours.

FriSth May

contemporary mosaics.

RAKU AT PITSTONE MUSEUM

entrance. Guild members are welcome.
For more details phone Ruby Sharp on;
oL494 728 364

woRKsHoPs FoR 2009

ot727 834 326

THE STAN ROMER AWARD FOR 2OO9
This year the subject for this award is to be;
THE ELEMENTS

An application form will be in a later Newsletter, & the
prizes will be defined on that form.

Other Eveu&

RBSA Gallery invitation to guild members
Open Exhibition of Ceramics, each artist can submit
six pieces based on three images of their work

delivery of work by Artists
29 July Exhibition open to public
5 Sept Close, collection of unsold work

Country living Spring Fair. lncludes ceramics. Business
Design Centre, 52 Upper St, lslington.
Te1.0207 7270398
16Mar€OApr
Peter Cosentino at UCMK Gallery, 2OO Silbury

Hot Pots at Belvoir Castle" Great pots from some of
Europe's finest, plus top quality food from local
producers. A new show at Belvoir Castle, Leics,
NG32 1PE. lncludes an exhibition of pottery that will
be sold by auction on Sun. ln aid of British Heart

The guild have a well established Raku site at the Submission fee L!5
Pitstone Museum, Pitstone Green Farm, Vicarage RBSA Gallery, 4 Brook street, St Pauls, Birmingham,
Road, Pitstone, Leighton Buzzard LU7 9EY. 83 1SA or www.rbsa.org.uk

till27 Feb
We have two gas fired Raku kilns & materials & tools Classic and Contemporary Ceramics. Galerie Besson,
on site, & we give lessons in Raku decoration & firing. 15 Royal Arcade, 28 Old Bond St, W1.10-5pm Mon-
We also sometimes have a wheel for members of the Fri. lncludes Coper, Rie, Malone, Leach,
public to have a lesson on. Henderson, Coll ingwood......,... Tel. O2O7 49]- 17 06
The days we attend are also open days for the 27Feb1-Mar
Museum. This year they are; Ceramic Art London 2009. RCA, Kensington Gore,

Easter Monday, followed by 2no Sundays of June, ,July, SW7.t12 adult, f,9 concs. lnternational showcase by

August & September,& All bank holiday Mondays. CPA. Approx 80 potters. Hi$hly recommended.
A small charge is made by the Museum Society for 11-15 Mar

Joy Wills has set up a Workshop with Gordon Cooke, Boulevard, Central Milton Keynes MKg 1LT

to take place at Longdean School in Hemel fel 0!327 878104. 'Natural forms and crystalline
Hempstead, on Saturday t4th March, 10.00 am to pots'
4.OO pm. The subject will be Press moulding TAprAMay
techniques to produce plant containers. John Maltby. A major exhibition at Rufford Craft
To apply, please complete the application form with Centre, Nr Ollerton, Newark, Notts, NG22 gDF. Tel.

this newsletter, or phone Joy Wills on 01-296 481 015 A1623 822944. 10.30-5pm daily.
Soda Firing 22-24May
Soda Firing Workshops will be arranged by Ros Potfest in Scotland at the Agricultural Centre, Perth.
McGuirk at Northfield Studio. The dates are currently An excellent potters'fair, despite the cold venue.
being decided. To register your interest phone Ros on 30+31May

This subject was chosen by members voting at the Foundation. Te|.0115 9535660
Potters Open Day 2008. 2628 June
The general rules are that this competition is for paid- 'Earth and Fire' Rufford Craft Centre.
up Guild Members only. The piece of work must be 3-5 July
made this year, being the work of the member lnternational Ceramics Festival, Aberystwyth Arts

submitting it. Previous work may not be submitted. Centre.
The piece may be made by any ceramic method, with 1G19 July
or without glaze decoration. Judging will take place at Art in Action. Waterperry House, Wheatley, oxford.
the 2009 AGM.

For even rnore events see www.studiopottery.co.uk



Sally stong has joined the guild. She states that her
life is in a state of change at the moment; "l started
potting because I learnt as a student Occupational
Therapist many years ago and have taught
Occupational Therapy students pottery as a
therapeutic media, but I'm not an 0T any longer....l
just pot in a small way and am completing our house
renovation.........l'm not really sure what that makes
me!" ISally gives her interests as Thrown & hand built
ware,in either stoneware or earthenware. She also
has an interest in Rakul.
MarleneTanti lives atStreatham Hill in London. She is
a Ceramic Artist, & naturally has an interest in every
type of ceramic process.
Rosemary de Rossi lives in St.Albans, & is retired
Rosemary is interested in porcelain & stoneware,
either hand built or thrown.
Helen Whitter is from Houghton Regis in Bedfordshire.
Helen gives her occupation as Civil Servant. She has
been caught by the Pottery bug & is really keen to be
started. Helen is looking for a wheel of any type to get
going on (see advertisements).
Helen Whitbread lives in St.Albans. She is a collector
of Victorian & Art Nouveau ceramics, but also has an
interest in hand building & throwing. Helen works as a
Pensions Manager.
Selena Mancey is one of our newest members & is
really keen to get on with her Pottery, & develop sales
outlets. Selena lives at Potters Bar.
Hannah Harris is from Elstree, & is a Contract Lawyer.
Hannah is interested in Pottery as a leisure student.

We are delighted to welcome our new members &
hope you will all enjoy being part of the Guild. When
you come to meetings do make a point of saying hello
to other members. We have a 20 minute break for tea
or coffee at our evening meetings, & this is a good
time to chat. We all have an interest in pottery & we
don't bite.
Not all of our founder members are over ninety, but
Arftur Ball is, & still potting with gusto. He was telling
me that he has just started on a new batch of tea
pots. Tea pots are one of Arthur's favourite things, &
another of his favourite things is a lively
correspondence on almost anything. So if you want to
get Arthur started you could send me an article about
tea pots. Teapots? What are they? I don't know if
people use them now, do they?
Murray Fielclhouse our distinguished President had
been very unwell recently. I am glad to report that he
is now doing well, largely due to the devoted support
of his wife Dorley.

Editor

Jeremy Nichols talk and demo at DCPG on 9th
January2009
NOTE SEE TWO PICTURES ON PAGE 9
Jeremy started his slide show with a picture of an
Airfix model aeroplane kit similar to what was given to
him on his 8th birthday. lt inspired him from there on
with many more models and eventually an
aeronautical engineering degree. This theme of a kit
of parts highly 'engineered' which are glued together
forms the basis of all of his work; even to the
numbering of the products such as a teapot 301
having a handle type 3 with a body type 01. He
throws the body of his tea pot in two parts, does some
initial turning and then 'glues' the two parts together
and completes the turning to produce a refined
shape. The various handles and spouts are slip cast
and again 'glued to the main body giving a number of
options to the one tea pot body. His whole talk
showed how he had methodically developed his
designs to produce a high quality product which could
be varied by changing the parts.

After obtaining his degree he went to lndia for a year
and came back to train as a social worker. He started
doing ceramics at evening class in Lambeth and then
applied to Harrow School of Art where he began to
develop his own style. His influences apart from
aeronautical engineering were architectural; Santiago
Calatrava with his bridge designs in Seville and Frank
Gethry with his original approach resulting in distorted
and twisted buildings. His flnal show work included
tall vases cut and reassembled in a twisted format
and also included mixed cement, porcelain, malachite
and alumina pieces. Whilst at college he went on a
salt glazing workshop and has used this glazing
technique ever since.

Having graduated in tgi97 he started making
functional ware and in particular teapots; still being
influenced by aircraft and trying to achieve a feeling of
movement with his pieces. He also produces jugs and
mugs to go with the teapots with a signature handle to
the mugs and thin spouts to some of the jugs.

Over the years he has developed his techniques as
follows:
Clay used: Valentines stone original
Main body of teapot is thrown in two parts; a variety of
spouts and handles are slip cast. The handles and
spouts are carved in plaster to form the original
moulds. The components are assembled to provide a
range of teapots with differing handles and spouts.
Slip in varying thicknesses is sprayed on before
biscuit firing.
After biscuit firing, glaze is sprayed on also in different
thicknesses to achieve variations in colour, tone and
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texture from the salt glazing. Thick layers will give
solid mass of colour and thin ones the typical orange
peel affect. Three different mixes of stains are then
sprayed giving variations in colour from light to dark
and blue to black.
Kiln is 20 cu ft sprung arch kiln fired by propane gas
with firing to Cone 9 in 10 hours taking it up fairly fast.

Jeremy's demonstration covered the production of a
tea pot ready for firing. First he threw the two parts of
the main body. The lower bowl was thrown using a
former to shape the inside leaving the outside with
additional thickness at the top and base for handling
and attaching the top of the tea pot. The additional
thickness to the top also helps to support the large
cantilevered handle. Throughout the throwing he uses
callipers to check sizes and measures internal and
external dimensions so he has an accurate picture of
how much can be removed whilst turning. The
dimensions are inscribed on base of bowl for future
reference. The top of the teapot was thrown overlarge
as a saucer; the lid as a recessed cylinder. As these
thrown items were too damp to join Jeremy produced
the same parts made previously in the day. To join
the base bowl and the top of the teapot a groove was
formed in the edge of the saucer top to accurately
take the rim of the bowl. A pinhole was also put in the
top of bowl to allow air to escape. The two pieces
were joined using a jointing paste as described by
Jeremy at the end of this article.

The joined teapot was then turned to refine the shape
using the former for the inside as a visual guide and
referring to the dimensions on the base. Jeremy used
a surform and turning tools and then sliglhtly
burnished the surface of the clay. A hole for the lid
was cut in the top of the teapot slightly smaller than
required. The lid is then ground into the hole when
leather hard so it fits tightly. The spout and large
handle were then fixed to the main body of the teapot.
As the handle of the teapot is cantilevered over the
top of the teapot it has to be supported during firing.
This is done by having two cylinders thrown at the
same time as the teapot, The cylinders support a kiln
shelf beam over the teapot and under the handle. A

small cone in the same clay then is placed on top of
the beam to support the handle. ln this way the
shrinkage during firing of the teapot and the columns
should be equal.
Recognising that the handles are the most vulnerable
feature not only during firing but whilst using the
product, Jeremy is now investigating making the
handles from modern materials such as carbon fibre
and fixing them at the end of the process.

Overall the demonstration and talk clearly showed
how he used his engineering approach and
architectural influences to produce a refined product
of beauty and precision.

To finish I allow Jeremy to have the last say with the
statement from his website which nicely sums up his
approach to his work.

'My aim is to make functional and visually arresting
pots that have a sense of movement and balance for
both the hand and eye to appreciate. The ergonomics
of the pot and the clarity of its form are equally
important for me: for a design to be successful the pot
must be satisfying and pleasurable to use, whilst at
the same time having the power to hold the viewer's
attention and interest
Most frequently in thrown pottery the sense of
movement is generated by the quality of the throwing,
evidenced by throwing marks or induced asymmetry.
For these teapots of mine, however, it's the
articulation of the handle and spout and the
relationship between them that I use in my efforts to
achieve this. This also means I can throw and turn the
bodies to express the precision like qualities I want
without losing the pot's overall energy in the process.'

Recipe for the 'glue' for joining leather hard clay from
Jeremy Nichols

The recipe comes from lan Pirie and I found it in an
old edition of the CPA book of clays and glazes. Apart
from the added security of the join claimed for it (it's a
modified version of an industrial recipe that
apparently enabled joins to be made without scoring
the surfaces), I use it because of its sticky glue like
qualities that holds the pieces you're joining together
whilst allowing enough time to adjust after contact.
Although l've tried it out without scoring the surfaces
to be joined, I take a belt and braces approach and do
in fact score in the conventional way.

This is what you do to make it:.

!. Mix together dry: 400gms powdered clay
body (that you are joining)

Sgms potash felspar
Sgms bentonite
8gms gum Arabic

2. Add 2ml dispex to 200m1 of water

3. Then gradually add the powder mix to the
water + dispex, mixing as you go (handheld electric
food mixer is best) until you have a fluid (pourable)
deflocculated slip. You may not need all of the dry mix
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you've made - it depends on the body. Then dissolve a

little magnesium sulphate in a little hot water and add
drop by drop to the slip until it reflocculates and turns
into a creamy paste of toothpaste consistency

For dispensing it I use an old plastic tube but ketchup
dispensers should work well if you can find one of
sufficiently soft and pliable plastic

Pot Crawl 11-1Zh October 2008
Our Pot crawl was organised by Nigel Carrick this
year. We travelled by car, since we had not got

enough participants to fill a coach on this occasion.
Nigel supplied us all with detailed instructions, & Our
first visit on Saturday morning was to Steve Parry at
Fakenham.
Steve told us stories of Fire Brigade callouts when he

fires his large wood-fired kiln. With such a large kiln
the flames could apparently be spectacular at night.
Steve now ensures that it is daylight when the firing is
at it's height, so the flames are less visible, & the fire
engines turn up less frequently.
The upstairs gallery was well stocked with Steves
Stoneware pieces, and various purchases were made.
Next it was Grapevine Gallery at Burnham market, &
After lunch a visit to "Made in Cley", a Co-operative at
Cley, which seemed to sprawl out behind the double
fronted Regency shop, into several other workshops &

buildings, of various sizes.

Made in Cley Functionalstoneware

This co-operative workshop & sales galley was set up

in 1984, & the group, currently of nine people, make a
range of functional stoneware pottery & some
sculptural pieces, plus garden pots & tiles. Jewellery &

some stone carvings are also made.
Later we visited Bircham & Appleyard Galleries, during
the afternoon, then we headed for our various bed &

breakfast stops. After a shower & change of clothes
we met up for our evening meal in a local pub.

On Sunday, we visited Antje Ernestus at Wood Dalling

(Sylvia & I struggled to find wood Dalling due to Sat-
Nav programming difficulty) The porcelain made by

Antje was mostly thrown & decorated using cobalt &
her workshop was in a very pleasant spot.

Porcelain dish by Antje Ernestus

We stopped for lunch at a restaurant recommended
by Ruthanne Tudball & were under instruction not to
order puddings, since she planned to give us cakes &
tea or coffee, which she duly did when we arrived at
her Workshop, & very good they were too.
Ruthanne has an extensive Workshop with many
pieces of her work on display, fewer by the time we
had bought some!
To round off the afternoon Ruthanne gave us a

throwing demonstration, making one of her dancing
ladies for us.
Our Thanks to Nigel for setting this weekend up for us,
& for all the work he put into it, it was very enjoyable.

Mervyn Fitzwilliam

POTTERS OPEN DAY {POD) WITH JOE FINCH 8 Nov 08
Joy Wills organised another excellent P0D for us on
8tn Nov.2008, with Joe Finch demonstrattng.
Joy is now retiring from being POD organiser, to be

mostly a full time Granny, & we wish her all the very
best in this new & demanding occupation. The

Organisation of the POD for 2009 will be taken on by

Veronica Powell, & we are delighted to have her help.
At the POD we had some very welcome help from
some of the school students, particularly Adam &
Graham, with lighting & audio/visual equipment. This

assistance is now being incorporated into the school
curriculum
We have arranged to give the Longdean art students
some basic pottery lessons 0n 24th February 2009, as
repayment for the use of the hall. Ruth Brown,
Veronica Powell & Ros McGuirk Will be our tutors on
this occasion, as before, & I will supply two wheels so

that students can do some throwing with instruction.
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The work that the students produce will again be
incorporated into the Art curriculum. Editor

First Session of Our Potters Open Day
By Sue Prowse
How to confuse a Potten Ask them to find Longdean
School! A few bemused faces but drawn inexorably
towards the smell of Hot Toddy, Served by Pied Piper
Ros. Hard to imagine a warmer greeting at 9.00 am
on a cloudy grey day in November.
We wandered in to take our seats for the 10.00 start.
The pots for sale were already set out, mostly utility
ware in lustrous sea green colours.
Joe trained with his father the renowned Ray Finch, at
Winchcombe Pottery. He has four brothers & a sister.
He began his demonstration by giving a plug for
Mervyn's Wheels, which he says he has used since
1973.... None of us saw money change hands, but we
suspect bribery! The video camera focussed on Joe's
hands, enabled us all to see exactly how he worked,
on the overhead screen. Joe explained he prepared
his clay from powder form, with sand & Feldspar
added all mixed using a dough mixer. A de-airing pug
makes it ready for throwing, & when fired it has a
pleasing pink colour. This clay is no longer produced,
but Joe has a 10 Tonne stock to last him for a while.
Joe always weighs his clay when throwing, to replicate
his pieces. He uses the usual credit card & a 10p
jumble sale knife, amongst other simple tools.
Joe threw an open dish then used two pieces of wood
to press it into an oval shape, & applied iron oxide slip
to the inside.
With 7lb. of clay patted into a relatively well centred
peak, Joe explained that centring was now easy, with
inward pressure. With regard to coning up & down, a
tale of an old flower-pot Potter was recounted. "l pulls
the clay up, but don't see much point in pushing it
back down again!" Joe follows the same principle.
The clay became a tall elegant jug with wide base,
tapering upwards then splaying out again to form the
rim, with the handle to be added later when the body
had dried a little.
Joe explained that his wife, Trudy, usually decorates
quite a lot of his work, & was to accompany him & talk
about her paintings. However this did not happen,
since she had fallen & broken her arm the previous
week.
Joe demonstrated how he applies slips & glazes to the
outside of a jug by putting his hand inside, then
pressing the jug down into the glaze.
We noticed that Joe rocked the pieces of clay with a
circular motion to give it a slightly rounded base,
before whacking it onto the wheelhead. This is
apparently to ensure no air bubbles are trapped. A
porcupine quill is used as a thickness gauge for the
base of pots. The next dish again had slip applied & a

simple pattern was obtained by running two fingers
through the slip. Joe uses square bats (0h the health
& safety issues) but says he has learnt to mind his
fingers, & finds the symmetrical shape useful when
judging the position for decoration.
When throwing a final pot before the break Joe did
mention the Olsen Kiln, which he experimented with
in Scotland. He felt that this design is good & easy to
fire with wood. He was to tell us more about kilns
later.

Coffee break to lunch time
By Carol Woodland

After the morning break Joe showed us about
20 slides, starting with one at Winchcombe showing
his father, who will be 94 by the time you read this
and still makes pots! Next came the pottery he
started in Lesotho. Luckily, he found a sponsor and
some nolonger-used grain silos which he was able to
join together to form the workshop downstairs and a
showroom upstairs.

Back at Winchcombe he decided he needed
the challenge of starting his own pottery in Britain and
he moved to Scotland where he changed from oil
firingto wood for the very practical reason that wood
was plentiful there. He then moved to west Wales
where he is now. He showed the new kiln barn and
the house with a showroom upstairs which includes
his wife's lovely paintings of fairies. We saw slides of
his catenary arch kiln which has a single skin of 4 t/2 "

bricks without mortar with fibre on the outside, and
how he built it. He hung a piece of chain against a
board to mark out the correct shape for the arch
former, then built round it, only shaping the bricks at
the top. lron supports at the sides prevent the shape
from springing out. He uses two types of standard fire
bricks, higher and lower temperatures.

We then saw the amount of pots he gets from
one firing of his 60 cubic foot kiln, and some soda
fired pots. He works in a six week cycle - 4 weeks
throwing, 1 week glazing, packing and firing and then
1 week sorting out, re-stocking the wood etc. He
reckons to use an amou.nt of wood about the size of
the kiln per firing. When firing, 2 small gas burners
are on overnight followed by small wood fires building
up throughout the day and finishing between 10pm
and midnight. When asked about whether round or
rectangular kilns were best, the reply was that he built
rectangular ones because they are easier to pack -

both can fire efficiently.
Joe then explained a conveyor-belt Raku firing

system for tea bowls that had worked well at one of
the Midlands Potters events. The kiln was like a
tunnel. Each bowl was placed on a tile and pushed
into the tunnel thereby pushing the previous bowl
further in. ln due course, the fired bowls came out at
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the other end! Simple! At Aberystwyth he used oil
from old chip pans for firing the kiln he built there,
adding a little water to improve the burning.

With the slides over it was back to Joe's
apparently effortless throwing - two types of lidded
pots first of all. Two tips were, when throwing pots

with lids turn the gallery out whilst finishing the pot,

then bring it in again at the end, and always knead
your clay if it has been lying around, even for an hour.

Joe has been throwing since he was 14 which is
probably why he looks as though he could probably do
it in his sleep. Maybe my old art teacher was right
when she said that no one is born able to pot, paint or
whatever, but with the desire to keep doing it so they
become good at it.

As there was a little time left before lunch Joe
made a bowl and altered the rim with a split old
toothbrush, then a plate with a wide rim which he
turned up to start with then brought down at the end
to minimise sagging in drying.

He recommends turning plates like this upside down
as soon as practical. Joe decorates with slip. When
putting slip on the rim he puts slip on his brush and
adds more behind it from a slip trailer whilst turning
the wheel, building up as many layers as he wishes.
Normally Joe used just one iron slip and I glaze on
each pot, creating different effects by different
combinations and thicknesses and allowin$ the firing
to work its magic. Another tip was to add some clay
inside the base while still throwing if it was too thin.
His bases are about 1cm thick.
Editors notes
We did not receive a write-up for pm. but Joe pressed

on, adding handles & finishing the pots he had made

am. Also giving out endless hints & tips. The majority
of attendees really enjoyed the day, & our
questionnaire showed this. There were some points
for us to note for next year; Some felt the hall was too
cold, some asked why we could not have hot food -
the answer is that we are unable to heat anything at
the serving point except kett/es, lt was pointed out
that the POD was really throwing only (since Trudy
could not come) with nothing for the sculptors.
However, we will take all the points raised into
account, & I am sure that Veronica Powell will be
following up for POD 2009.

December 2008 Meeting with Tina Vlassopulos
How do you find a potter getting off a crowded train? I

thought it would be easy, until I saw the hoards
sweeping through the barriers. Where was the small
woman burdened with pots? ln a detached way, I

observed that most female commuters carry more
than the males. After several minutes they had all
gone and the station was empty. Outside there was a
small woman with two modest shopping bags and a

big smile. Thanks goodness ......
Tina is a well organised person and works quickly.
Like a magician producing rabbits from a hat, from
her two bags came a good number of tools, pots,
porcelain necklaces, two partly built pieces for the
demonstration and a computer.
Due to a technical hitch, (Tina had been supplied with
the wrong kind of connector for our projector), we
decided to start with the demonstration, As we were
setting up, John the webmaster tore home for a spare
part and a technical discussion ensued which ended
when Linda Bryant found a computer memory stick
the size of a lipstick, in her hand bag. This, magically,
solved the problem, and Ronnie phoned John to bring
him back. The demonstration cOntinued according to
plan.
The first piece that Tina made was called 'mobius' [ie
from Mobius Stripl. lt looks like a pod with a long
curled extension. Taking one of the half built pots, and
laying it on its side, she rolled out a strip of
"Earthstone original" clay to about one inch thick and
proceeded to join the two. No water or slip was used,
just 'brute force'. This process works well and there
are no problems with cracking during the process of
burnishing
As Tina normally works with several pieces on the go

at once, she left mobius and continued with the
second half made pot which was to be a piece called
'unravelling'. This involved coiling onto a large pinch
pot.
So far, so quick. Tina had produced two chunky pieces

with little effort. The next stage would have to wait
until these pots had been left, well wrapped until they
had dried to leather hard throughout. Then they would
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be well scraped on the outside using a surform, until
the shape and balance were right and the form much
lighter. Then they would be further refined with a
serrated metal kidney, working inside and out. Further
refinement would continue using a nylon pan scourer
and a small piece of nylon mesh. Burnishing is done
in the lap, using a spoon, while the pot rests on a thin
layer of foam covered in a sheet of plastic.
The work is fired once, to 920C. Colour is usually
achieved by mixing coloured slips into the clay, or
using oxides with powdered clay, e.g. 1Kg clay to
4gms copper carbonate.

After the break Tina gave her illustrated talk to explain
how her work had developed. She gains much
inspiration from natural forms and also from theatre
and dance. New ideas come as she works in a relaxed
fashion, particularly after a good night out at the
theatre, rather than taking a formal design route. A
while ago she developed carpel tunnel syndrome, so
turned to making jewellery and a wall hanging out of
thin sheets of textured porcelain. These she brushed
with layers of coloured slips and later scraped back
when dry, to reveal soft patterns of colour. When she
tried using slips this way on pots she ran into
problems with pieces flopping over with the added
water.
She has been through a phase of using terracotta
clay, which needs no colour additions and looks well
when burnished. During this period she also began to
make more formal groupings where the pots were
related to each other. Some would lean towards
others, or their forms would intertwine. She stopped
using terracotta when a number of pots were lost due
to pitting caused by lime impurities in the clay.

So the evening drew to an end. Tina's presentation
was very well done and interesting, and she enjoyed
all the questions. lt had been a lively and jovial
meeting thanks to our guest speaker, aided and
abetted by about forty members and Sylvia's mulled
wine and mince pies.
The new projector worked well, using the Guild laptop
( once Tina's programme had been downloaded to it
using the memory stick which Linda Bryant had with
her ) and it was a nice, easy way to bring the meeting
to a close.

Ros McGuirk
Obituary : Derrick Dickinson 22101,/09
Behind the scenes there are people who organise
things for the guild, & members perhaps do not hear
about them or know what they do. Perhaps Derrick
Dickinson was one of those people.
For some years Derrick was the man who made sure
that the Methodist Church Hall at Kings Langley was
available for our meetings, & agreed the booking

details with John Beckley. Derrick used to be there
before we arrived to open the hall, turn on the
heating, & do any other tasks to ensure that our
meeting ran smoothly. He would also come back late,
to lock up after us, & some guild members will have
had a chat with him at those times.
ln about 2002 Derrick had increasing leg problems so
handed over the job of property secretary (bookings)
to his daughter Celia, but he continued to keep all the
records, invoice details etc. right up to his very recent
death, at the age of 92.
Our Condolences go to Celia & other members of
Derrick's family.

Mervyn Fitwilliam

h"
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Wanted
A large top loading electric kiln. Please phone
O2O 74!9 7260 with details.
Wanted
A Pottery Wheel is wanted by a pottery beginner. Any
type of wheel which works will be acceptable. Please
phone Helen Whitter on 01582 861780.

Ceramics Group Seeks New Members
Are you keen to improve your skills? Would a daytime
class suit you? lf the answer is 'yes', there is a group

that just might suit you.........

The Dewbury Potters are looking for new members.
They are a friendly bunch who have been together
longer than most of them can remember. They meet
on Thursdays at 'Recreate' which is at the back of the
Old Town Hall in Berkhamstead. lt is a newly
refurbished studio and was formerly known as The
Making Place. The class runs from 10am to 3pm and
is tutored by Brian Dewbury, a well experienced potter
and teacher, who provides a structured course,
demonstrations and boundless enthusiasm. Many

ceramic techniques are catered for and the grou

includes hand-builders, throwers and a sculpto
Several of the members own kilns and there is a lase
gas kiln in the studio.
The group holds at least one exhibition a year an

currently they are preparing for a show at Chenies i

August. Chenies is a tudor manor house renowned fc
its beautiful gardens.
lf you are interested to find out more, phone Brian o
oL234 781686

Supported by

A Gelebration of Wood-firing
Weekend Workshop

and Opening of Major Exhibition
Saturday 25th & Sunday 26th April 2009

Two day workshop packed with talks,
demonstrations, firings, kiln openings. Featuring
many of Britain's leading practitioners including:

Svend Bayer . Charles Bound . Nic Collins
David Garland . Gas Kishimura

Robert Sanderson

A wood{ired kiln will be built and the weekend will
be fun and informative.

Weekend Workshop: t"1 25
(el00 CPA members)

This cost includes all activities, lunch, iea/coffee
and home-made cakes on both days.

BOOKINGS NOW BEING TAKEN
The Octagon at Whichford Pottery

Whichford, Nr. Shipston-on-Stour,
Warwickshire, CV36 sPG

Email : theoctagon@whichf ord pottery.com

Tel: 01 608 68441 6 wwwwhichfordpottery.com

.^otl!v-3^



AYEFCO LTD
LO}IGFIELD, BULSTRODE LA}IE,

HERTFORDSHIRE HP3 OBP

PHONE / EAX OL442

FELOEII, HEIIEL HEfTPSTEAD,

242332
YOU COULD BUY ANY WHEEL ....

....OR YOU COULD BUY A
FITZWILLIAM WHEEL

....."My Rolls Royce".....
Mildred Sldter (1970)

,..owned my Fitzwilliam Wheel for T*entl Five
years..... wonderfully comfortable to use...... a jol to
work on,..,,. still in perfc.ct order......
Mrs C.C. (2000)

...... the Survey (Ceramic Review) told me n'hat I
already know....., have worked on many nheels.....
Fitzwilliam wheel is the best there is......
Mr.D.S. (2000)

The Craftsman Wheel
Fitzwilliam Wheel
Felden Wheel

Potterv ll/heels desisned hv Men,vn FitzJvilliam,
available for hire or ssle from Ravefco limited

ItottefQ
ttTrust the Potters Connection to offer you the best

quality supplies at incredibly low prices."
These days it's important to find a pottery materials and
equipment supplier who provides top quality products and
an excellent service. Our customers know they can trust us
to provide exactly that and our huge range means that you
only need to deal with one company for all your craft, hobby
and education pottery needs.

BUY ONLINE AT
www. p ottersc o n n ecti o n . c o. u k
KILNS (THREE YEAR WARRANTY), WHEELS, CLAYS,
COLOURS, GLAZES, TOOLS, KILN FURNITURE.........
CONSOLIDATE YOUR ORDERS FROM OTHER
STOKESUPPLIERS-WE CAN GET IT ALL AND SAVE YOU
EXTRA CARRIAGE. WE DON'T CHARGE EXTRA FOR
COLLECTING!!

THE POTTERS CONNECTION LTD
PO BOX 3079 (warehouse)

Stoxe-oru-Tnerur
ST4 gFW
Tet:01782 59e729
Fnx: 01782 765833

www. potte r s co n n e ct i o n. co. u k
e mails. sa/es@poffersconnection.co.uk


